ITINERARIES

PHUKET
B L U E V O YA G E
THAILAND

PHUKET
OPTION 1

KOH KHAINOK
H a l f D a y Mo r n in g
09.00 - 1 3 . 0 0 ( 4 H o ur s)

09.00
Depart from Visit Panwa Pier,
heading to Coral Island
(approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes).
Along the way, you can take some pictures on
the yacht and enjoy sea breeze all the way to
the Island.
10.15
Arrive at Khai Nok Island. You can rest and
relax on the yacht or on the beach with our
beach picnic set. Swim by the beach and
snorkel in the wonderful clear seawater

11.45
Depart from Khai Nok Island, returning to
Visit Panwa Pier. Rest leisurely on board along
the way back.

13.00
Arrive at Visit Panwa Pier safe and sound.

PHUKET
OPTION 2

KOH MAITON
H a l f D a y Mo r n in g
09.00 - 1 3 . 0 0 ( 4 H o ur s)

09.00
Depart from Visit Panwa Pier, heading to
Maiton Island (approximately 45 minutes).
Along the way, you can take some pictures
on the yacht and enjoy sea breeze all
the way to Maiton Island.
09.45
Arrive at Maiton Island. Sailing around
the island and enjoy beautiful sea with
wonderful atmosphere. You could meet
a pod of dolphins around the island.
There is a chance of 60% meeting them
there, depending on weather conditions
of the date.
10.30
Arrive at the snorkeling spot of Maiton Island.
This spot is the most intact coral reefs at the
snorkeling.
12.15
Depart from Maiton Island, returning to
Visit Panwa Pier. Rest leisurely on board
along the way back.
13.00
Arrive at Visit Panwa Pier safe and sound.

PHUKET
OPTION 3

KOH MAITON,
KOH KHAINOK
H a l f D a y A f te r n o o n
14 .00 - 1 9 . 0 0 ( 5 H o ur s)

14.00
Depart from Visit Panwa Pier, heading to
Maiton Island (approximately 45 minutes).
Along the way, you can take some pictures
on the yacht and enjoy sea breeze all the way
to Maiton Island.
14.45
Arrive at Maiton Island. Sailing around the
island and enjoy beautiful sea with wonderful
atmosphere. You could meet a pod of dolphins
around the island. There is a chance of 60%
meeting them there, depending on weather
conditions of the date.
15.15
Depart from Maiton Island, heading to
a snorkeling spot at Khainok Island.
16.15
Arrive at a nice snorkeling spot at
Khainok Island; one of the wonderful place,.
You can relax and enjoy placidity at this place.
17.45
Depart from Kainok Island, returning to
Visit Panwa Pier. Rest leisurely on board along
the way back.
19.00
Arrive at Visit Panwa Pier safe and sound.

PHUKET
OPTION 4

K O H H E Y, K O H M A I T O N ,
KOH KHAINOK
F u ll D a y
11.00 - 1 9 . 0 0 ( 8 H o ur s)

11.00
Depart from Visit Panwa Pier, heading to
Coral Island (approximately 1 hour). Along
the way, you can take some pictures on
the yacht and enjoy sea breeze all the way
to the Island.
12.00
Arrive at Banana Beach, Coral Island
(Beach entrance fee is 200.-THB per person,
Relax and take time leisurely on the beach,
take some photos and enjoy swimming.
For sport lovers, various water sports and
activities are available on site such as parasailing,
kayaking, banana boat and so on.
(May subject to additional charges to be paid
directly on site, not included in the package)
13.15
Depart from Banana Beach, Coral Island,
Heading to Maiton Island.
14.15
Arrive at Maiton Island. Sailing around
the island and enjoy beautiful sea with
wonderful atmosphere. You could meet a pod
of dolphins around the island. There is a chance
of 60% meeting them there, depending
on weather conditions of the date.

Continue Next Page

PHUKET
OPTION 4

K O H H E Y, K O H M A I T O N ,
KOH KHAINOK
F u ll D a y
11.00 - 1 9 . 0 0 ( 8 H o ur s)

15.00
Arrive at the snorkeling spot of Maiton Island.
This spot is the most intact coral reefs at
while snorkeling.
15.30
Depart from Maiton Island, heading to
Khai Nok Island.
16.30
Arrive at Khai Nok Island. You can rest and
relax on the yacht or on the beach with
our beach picnic set. Swim by the beach and
snorkel in the wonderful clear seawater among

17.45
Depart from Khai Nok Island, returning to
Visit Panwa Pier. Rest leisurely on board along
the way back.
19.00
Arrive at Visit Panwa Pier safe and sound.

PHUKET
OPTION 5

K O H R A C H AYA I
F u ll D a y
10.30 - 1 8 . 3 0 ( 8 H o ur s)

10.30
Depart from Visit Panwa Pier,
heading to Racha Yai Island
(approximately 2 hours 30 minutes).
Along the way, you can take some pictures
on the yacht and enjoy sea breeze all the way
to the Island.
13.00
Arrive at Ao Patok, Racha Yai Island. Have lunch
on board with the ordered menu/dishes or
you could get on the island to have a meal at
the restaurant too. Take your leisure hours
by the beach, make some photographs, swim
and snorkel among intact coral reefs and
along 3 hours on the island.

16.00
Depart from Racha Yai Island, returning to
Visit Panwa Pier. Rest leisurely on board
along the way back.
18.30
Arrive at Visit Panwa Pier safe and sound.

PHUKET
OPTION 6

KOH PHIPHI
Fu l l D a y P h i P h i
07.00 - 1 9 . 0 0 ( 1 2 H o ur s)

07.00
Depart from Visit Panwa Pier, heading to
Phi Phi Island (approximately 3 hours).
Along the way, you can take some pictures
on the yacht and enjoy sea breeze all the way
to the Island.
10.00
Arrive at Phi Phi Don Island; the centre of
Phi Phi Island. Many facilities are available
here including wonderful sceneries. Relax
on the island with various choices of restaurant
you can select at this place.
12.00
Depart from Phi Phi Don Island, heading to
Phi Phi Leh Island
13.00
Arrive at Phi Phi Leh Island. Experience
beautiful views and marvelous atmosphere
of the island. Enjoy snorkeling at the abundant
coral reefs, take pictures around Maya Bay area,
visit Loh Sa Mah area, and you can support local
longtail boat on site to sail around Pileh
Lagoon likewise.
15.30
Depart from Phi Phi Leh Island, returning to
Visit Panwa Pier. Rest leisurely on board along
the way back.
19.00
Arrive at Visit Panwa Pier safe and sound.

PHUKET
OPTION 7

KOH RACHA NOI
Fu l l D a y R a c h a No i
07.00 - 1 9 . 0 0 ( 1 2 H o ur s)

07.00
Depart from Visit Panwa Pier, heading to
Racha Noi Island (approximately 4 hours).
Along the way, you can take some pictures
on the yacht and enjoy sea breeze all the way
to the Island.
11.00
Arrive at Racha Noi Island. Swim around
the stern area, snorkel, visit and take pictures
of separated sea (depends on the water level
on the traveling date). Then, have lunch on board
(**Recommended to order food for onboard meal).
Enjoy and absorb the island atmosphere among
the rich nature and peaceful surroundings of
the island.
13.00
Depart from Racha Noi Island, returning to
Visit Panwa Pier. Rest leisurely and enjoy
sunset hours on board along the way back.

19.00
Arrive at Visit Panwa Pier safe and sound.

